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The crystal counter

by J. M. W. Milatz and H. A. van der Velde»
Phvsical Laboratory of the State University of Utrecht, Holland.

I iilroduetioii.

As is well kiiown it. is possible to detect a-rays with the lielp of
an ionisation Chamber backe«! by a linear amplifier and an oscillograph.

Each a-particle gives i'ise to slight ionisation in the gas of
the Chamber. The electrodes of the instrumen t between which a
high voltage is applied, are charged with 105 elementary charges.
when an a-particle of 4 MeV enters the Chamber. The correspontling
voltage-pulsc is amplified and deteeted on the screen of an oscillograph.

The pulse-size on the screen is proportional to the chargepulse

on the electrode of the ionisation chamber and the ratio
between signal and noise is optimal when the electrical hehaviour of
the amplifier and oscillograph is equivalent to an ideal differential
cireuit backed by a ballistical oscillograph of an indioation time
of 0,03 ä 0,001 see.1).

The ordinary combination of gasfilled ionisation chamber and
linear amplifier is not sensitive for ß- and y-rays because their
differential ionisation is too small. The ränge of a a-particle of
4 MeV f. i. is 2,5 cm in air of 1 atm, so that by using an ionisation
chamber with a cross-section of a t'ew cm, we can catch the total
ränge within the chamber. The ränge of a /3-partiele of the same

energy is however many meters. This means that an adequate ioni-
sation-chamber would require impractically large dimensions and
capacity.

Increasing the pressure of the gas or using a liquid generally gives
difficulties, cause«! by the small mobility and the high rate of recom-
bination of the ion pairs produced. There is one interesting excep-
tion: the solid and liquid argon-counter developed in England by
Davidson and Laiisiu and by Hutchinson2).

In 1942 Mr. van Heerden proposed in nur laboratory the use
of a crystal instead of a gas in the ionisation-chamber. The electrons
of the ion pairs formed in the crystal under the influence of a-, ß-
of y-particles would move through the eonduetionband of the
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crystal and a charge would bo induced on the electrode of the ioni-
sation Chamber exactly as in the case of a gas filled Chamber. Indeed
he suceeeded in detecting «-. ß- and y-particles using an Ionisation
chamber consisting of a small parallel plate condenser with an
AgCl crystal as dielectricum3).

The so-called crystal counter was cooled to the temperature of
liquid air in order to eliminate the electrolytic conductivitv in the
AgCl.

Düring the congress we demonstrated a crystal counter working
with a crystal of diamond, which was bombarded with a-particles.

Fig. I.

In Fig. 1 a record is reproduced obtained with the crystal counter
of van Heerpen. The lower part shows a number of practically
equal pulses produced by mono-energetic /hparticles which appear
indeed to be of about the same sizes. The upper part shows a number
of pulses produced by a-particles. In this case an AgCl-plate of a

cross section of 1,5 cm and a thickness of 1,7 mm was used.
One of the great advantages of the crystal counter is the possi-

bilitv of measuring the energy of a a-, ß- or y-rav. This is possible
because under certain circumstances the number of ion pairs
produced is proportional to the energy of the particle. Other advantages

of the crystal counter are: high counting efficiency (~1)
owing to the higher density and better conversion of energy into
ion-pairs than in a gas and a short resolving lime KD7 sec.).
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Certain disadvantages may appear, when strains are present in
the ciystal, when Polarisation effects occur or when a low tempera-
ture is necessary for the good Performance of the ervstal.

hclrnniiinlion ol' Ihr eneniy of a a- or /J-parliclc.

One of the advantages of the eounter mentioned is the possibility
of measuring the energy of a partiele detected. In order to investi-
gate this possiliility in the rase of /Frays van Hkekdn.v and one of
the authors performed an experiment in whieh a mono-energetie
lieam of /S-particles was projected 011 an AgCl-crystal5). To this pur-
posc a RaE preparation and the crystal eounter were placed in a
magnetic ß-ray speetrograph. The AgCl-crystal used was grown,
seleeted and teinpered with great eare in order to obtain a single
crystal without strain.

I he < 1 ist i ibution eurve of the defleetions eaused 11v homogeneous
/3-rays. Ho 2500; E 0.4 MeV. V 200 volt; 1 mm 1200 e. c.

Dotted; curve expected theoretically.

ihe disti'ibution curve ol the pulse-sizes obtained when the
crystal was bombarded with mono-energetie elec-trons of 8.4 MeV
is shown iit I1 ig. 2. Most pulses have a stze of 85 nun. Thero is, lui-
wever, a spread in this size, which could be expected. The main
causes are the noise of the amplifier and the reflection of the ß-
partieles by the crystal. These effects being known. one can predict
the result that would have beeil obtained with an ideal crystal and
an ideal amplifier. It is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 2. The
oonclusion is that the Ag(11-crystal used behaves liko an ideal crystal
within the measuring-errors: /Fpartieles of the same energy produce
the same charge-pulses in the crystal. so that a crystal eounter can
be used for the measurement of the energy of /3-particles.

Fig. 8 gives the relation between the size of the charge-pulses and
the energy ol the /3-particles. For energies between 0 and 1.0 MeV
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the relation is linear. The crystal coimter completely fulfills the ro-
quirements. The mean energy necessary to produce one pair of ions
is remarkably low: 7.6 oV (in nitrogen gas of 1 atm. 86 eV).

Fig. 4 gives the distribution of pulse-sizes obtained with the same

AgGl-crystal when it is bombarded with raono-energetie a-partieles
of Polonium. Contrary to the expectation the size of the pulses is
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Fig. 3

The relation between the ionization and the energy of ß-n\ys.
Dotted: the extrapolated Saturation curve.

not the same. Also the mean energy for the production of an ion-
pair is much higher (5.6 times) than in the case of /J-partieles.
These two discrcpances can he oxplained by assuming the existenee

Fig. 4.

Distribution eurve of tt-ray refleetions of Polonium.
1 mm 2100e.c.

Dotted: curve expected theoretically.

of a surface-layer of bad qualitv. In Iltis connection the recent ex-
periments of Yamakawa6) on a-particles produced ivithin the body
of a mixed crystal by slow neutron capture (LiBr-AgBr) are of
interest. They indicate that under these circumstances the energy
per ion-pair appears indeed to be not substantially different from
the value obtained for /I-particles.
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Elimination of polarizntion pliciioinena.

A rat her troublesome disaclvantage of tlio crystal connter is its
polarization. Tltis polarization becomes doteetable as an apprcciable
decrease of the pulse size and the number of pulses, when the crystal
is irradiated for a long time.

The explanation is slow accumulation of trapped charges, which
give an electric fiele! opposite in sign to the applied one. For dia-
mond f. e. irradiated by a-particles an appreciable decrease occurs
after about lö7 a-particles have been counted.

We have carried*) out experiments ort the wav in which this
polarization effect can be avoided. Various methods are in use.

Fig. 5.

Counts per min. as a funetion of the duration of irradiation with a-particles.
Düring the first two hours no red light is used. At that time the irradiation with
red light begins and the counts per min. is rising to the original level. At A the

red light is turned of.

In the first place one can periodically reverse the applied fielt 1.

each time the same number of pulses have been counted. This me-
tliod can only be applied however, when the charges captnred are
evenly distributed throughout the crystal, which is the case for
high energy particles, for instancc when measuring the. ont.put. of
a pulsed accelerator.

When measuring low energy particles, this method can not be

applied, as in this case the trapped charges are not evenly
distributed. This is due to the faet that the depth of penetration of the
particles is only a fraction of the crystal thickness.

Aeeording to a. sccond method the crystals are heat.ed after a cer-
tain amonnt: of irradiation. A disadvantage of this method is the
decrease of the sensitivity during the irradiation.

We applied a third method by irradiating the crystal, in this case
a diamond, with infrared and red light, during the counting. It
turneel out that the intensity of the red light can be increased to
such an extent, that no charge is trapped at all, the trapped charges

*) These experiments were carried out by Frkkman and van der Veeden.
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being immediately reraoved by the red liglit. Fig. 5 shows tho in-
iluence of the red light.

Tliis methods can be applied to all sorts of particles, bccause there
is no restriction regarding the place where the charge is trapped.

For diamonds at least the minimum wavo length of the red light
can be chosen in such in way, that there is no photoeonduetivity.
After such an irradiation with red light, the crystal behaves like
an eutirely new one and polarisation becomes appreciable again aller
an impingement of about to 10" cc-particles per mm2.

1t is clear that one of the serious disadvantages of the crystal
counter can be overcome, so that the applicability of the crystal
counter is increased.
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